Detecting changes in visual scenes during saccades: Replicating and extending John Grimes's experiments
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Background

Experiment 1: Replicating Grimes’s Work

In the mid-1990’s, John Grimes’s work on how saccades influence visual
perception revealed unexpected results: subjects failed to detect
retrospectively obvious scene changes that occurred during saccades, despite
having fixated before and after on the changed stimulus (Grimes, 1996). Since
his original work, many studies have demonstrated other ways of inducing
change blindness, supporting the general finding that fixations upon changed
stimuli can fail to yield detection of those changes. However, to date, no
attempt has been made to replicate the original work by Grimes. In this
investigation, we replicated, refined, and extended the original Grimes
paradigm in two laboratories (at the University of Florida and Lingnan
University) to evaluate the relationship between saccades and visual
perception of changed items.

Miss rate for change trials was > 0

Experiment 2: Metacognition

Florida had more hits than HK
Individual differences (left: FL, right, HK)
Hit rate: FL > HK (t(40) = 4.53, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.43)
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on miss trials than on hit trials.
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Changed images spanned a range of difficulty levels
Hit%:
FL = 9.5%,
HK = 4.8%

Hit%:
FL = 38.1%,
HK = 28.6%

Hypotheses
1. Miss rate for change detection will be significantly higher than zero.
2. In change trials, we expect subjects to have higher confidence for
hits compared to misses.

Participants’ miss rate still > 0

Hit%:
FL = 100%,
HK = 100%

Confidence ratings
Hits : M = 3.59, SD = 0.81
Misses : M = 3.16, SD = 1.07

Re-fixation influenced selecting the preor post-change attribute on miss trials
- If participants refixated on the changed area, they were more likely
to indicate they saw the post-change feature in the image than the
pre-change feature (Cohen’s d = 0.47, p = .004);
- Without refixation on the change, pre-change responses were
more likely (Cohen’s d = 0.35, p = .031).

Most change trials:
all-or-none awareness

Hit%:
FL = 47.6%,
HK = 33.3%

Task in Two Laboratories
Lingnan University (HK)

Eye-movement and image factors influenced change detection
The amplitude of the change-triggering saccade tended to be
larger for the Miss trials than for the Hit trials.
⇒ Smaller saccades lead to better change detection.
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Mean: 7.9°
Mean: 5.3°
Median: 7.0°
Median: 4.3°
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Participants viewed 100 images one after another (around 10s - 15s each).
Eye movements tracked by an Eyelink 1000 Plus (sampling rate = 1,000 Hz)
In Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, there was a cover story about two tasks:
Primary task: study the images carefully in order to complete a recognition task about the images at
the end of the experiment.
Secondary task: press a button as soon as you experience a change.
Specifically for Exp 2: same primary & secondary tasks, but after viewing each image, participants
responded to metacognitive/subjective questions:
1) gave a 4-pt rating on confidence about their change-detection response,
2) described their experience about changes in Grimes’s original wording,
3) answered 3 questions related to the image, with one question specifically related to the
change if it was a change-present trial.

We found a general pattern of tHit > tMiss, where t = the
normalized timestamp of when the change happened relative to
the onset (t = 0) and the end (t = 1) of a saccade.
⇒ Changes happening later were better detected.

Conclusions

Mean: 0.350
Mean: 0.481
Median: 0.327
Median: 0.429
Change onset time (normalized by saccade duration)

When the change happened, gaze position was closer to the
changed area for Hit trials than for Miss trials.
⇒ Changes happening closer to the gaze position were
better detected.

Mean: 4.7
Mean: 2.2
Median: 2.7
Median: 1.6
Distance between change center & gaze position

Sizes of the change areas were larger for Hit trials than for Miss
trials.
⇒ Larger changes were better detected.

Mean: 84245 px
Mean: 126795 px
Median: 62832 px
Median: 96071 px

• Participants missed obvious changes if changes happened during saccades.
• Saccade size, timing of the change, location of the change, and overall
change size influence change detection rates.
• Re-fixation influences awareness of changed items’ attributes on miss trials.
• Participants were less confident on “miss” trials than on “hit” trials,
suggesting metacognitive sensitivity for change-detection responses.
Reference: Grimes, J. (1996). On the failure to detect changes in scenes across

Size of change area

saccades. In K. A. Akins (Ed.), Perception. OUP. (pp. 89-110)
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